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We present directab initio dynamics studies of thermal and vibrational-state selected rates of the
hydrogen abstraction CH41Cl↔CH31HCl reaction. Rate constants were calculated within the
canonical variational transition state theory formalism augmented by multidimensional
semiclassical tunneling corrections. A vibrational diabatic model was used for vibrational-state
selected rate calculations, particularly for exciting the CH4 symmetric stretching and umbrella
bending modes. The potential energy information was calculated by a combined density functional
and molecular orbital approach. Becke’s half-and-half~BH&H ! nonlocal exchange and Lee–Yang–
Parr~LYP! nonlocal correlation functionals~BH&HLYP ! were used with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set
for determining structures and frequencies at the stationary points and along the minimum energy
path~MEP!. Energetics information was further improved by a series of single point spin-projected
fourth-order Mo” ller–Plesset perturbation theory~PMP4~SDTQ!! calculations using the
6-3111G(2d f ,2pd) basis set. We found that the calculated thermal rate constants have reasonable
agreement with experimental results for both the forward and reverse reactions. Our results also
predict that exciting the CH4 symmetric stretching mode will greatly enhance the hydrogen atom
transfer rate. Surprisingly, exciting the CH4 umbrella bend mode is also predicted to have a
noticeable enhancement factor at room temperature. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The CH41Cl↔HCl1CH3 reaction has been a focus of
many kinetic experiments1–14 due to its importance to atmo-
spheric chemistry, the role of chlorine in catalyzing methane
to ethane, and basic understanding of hydrocarbon halogena-
tion reactions. In particular, it is a one of the major sinks of
Cl radicals in the catalytic reaction of ozone in the earth’s
atmosphere. Theoretical studies of this reaction, however,
have been limited. Previousab initio studies15–18 have pro-
vided structural and energetic information at the stationary
points and in the vicinity of the transition state. Thermal rate
constants were also calculated by using conventional transi-
tion state theory with Wigner tunneling corrections
~TST/W!19 or interpolated TST with Eckart tunneling
corrections.20 For the reverse reaction, TST/W and RRKM
theory were used to calculate the rate constants.18 The recent
study by Dobbs and Dixon17 reported accurateab initio mo-
lecular orbital ~MO! as well as density functional theory
~DFT! calculations. They concluded that nonlocal DFT
methods, particularly the BLYP and B3LYP methods, which
are the combinations of Becke88’s21 or Becke’s three-
parameter exchange22 with the Lee–Yang–Parr correlation23

functionals, give poor transition state properties. In our pre-
vious studies,24–26 we found that the Becke’s half-and-half
BH&H27 exchange with LYP correlation functionals, which
were not included in Dobbs and Dixon’s study, can provide
accurate information on transition state properties, particu-
larly geometries and frequencies.

From a more fundamental point of view, the abstraction
reaction Cl1CH4 poses particularly interesting questions re-
garding its detailed dynamics. First, it has similar reaction
kinematics to the atom–diatom heavy–light–heavy Cl1HCl
reaction.28,29 In particular, both have similar relative transla-

tional reduced mass and skew angle, and proceed with sub-
stantial forward barriers. The main difference is in the di-
mensionality of the potential energy surface, 18 degrees of
freedom for the Cl1CH4 vs 9 for the Cl1HCl reaction. It is
of particular interest to understand how such an increase in
the dimensionality of the potential energy surface manifests
itself in the detailed dynamics of the atom1polyatom
Cl1CH4 reaction as compared to the well-understood atom–
diatom Cl1HCl reaction. The Cl1CH4 reaction is slightly
endothermic. The propensity rule30 for gas-phase atom–
diatom reactions would suggest that vibrational energy is
more effective than translational energy in promoting the en-
dothermic reaction. If such a propensity rule applies to
atom–polyatom reactions, which of the four CH4 vibrational
modes would be active? Experimental investigations on the
effects of reagent vibrational excitation on dynamics of poly-
atomic bimolecular reactions often face considerable chal-
lenges. Theory can be a valuable partner by providing infor-
mation on the potential energy surface and insights into these
effects. The main focus of our present study is to provide
potential energy information and predictions on the effects of
excitation of different CH4 vibrations on the dynamics of the
Cl1CH4 reaction. Experimental studies on state-specific
rates of this reaction are being carried out by Zare and
co-workers.31

The detailed state-specific dynamics of polyatomic bi-
molecular reactions poses a considerable challenge to theory.
The size of the system considered here precludes any quan-
tum dynamics considerations. Semiclassical trajectory calcu-
lations could provide detailed pictures of the dynamics.
However, such calculations depend on the availability of an
accurate analytical potential energy function which does not
exist in the foreseeable future. Developing a new potential
energy function for this reaction is time consuming and is not
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a trivial task. The direct dynamics approach,24–26where the
potential energy information required for dynamical calcula-
tions is calculated directly from electronic structure theory
offers a viable alternative for studying the dynamics of this
reaction. Note that structural, energetic, and frequency infor-
mation of the reactants and transition state is sufficient for
conventional transition state theory calculations. However,
previous studies32 have pointed out that conventional transi-
tion state theory grossly overestimates the vibrational-state
selected rate enhancement factor. In our previousab initio
dynamics study on vibrational-state selected rates of the
OH(v)1H2~v8! reaction,26 we found that the reaction path
Hamiltonian approach, where structural, energetic and fre-
quency information along the minimum energy path~MEP!
is required, yields good agreement with experimental data on
the enhancement factors due to excitation of either the OH or
H2 stretching mode. Even with this direct dynamics ap-
proach, the number of electrons in the Cl1CH4 system
would still pose a computational challenge if such informa-
tion were to be computed at a sufficiently accurate level of
ab initio molecular orbital theory. Recently, we have pro-
posed a computationally less demanding directab initio dy-
namics approach.24 In particular, a nonlocal DFT method is
used to calculate the structural and frequency information
along the MEP, which is the computationally most demand-
ing step. The energy along the MEP is corrected by perform-
ing a series of single point calculations at a more accurate
level of ab initio MO theory. This approach has been found
to give accurate thermal rate constants for the bimolecular
H1CH4↔CH31H2 reaction

24 and the unimolecular water-
assisted tautomerization reaction in formamidine–water
complexes.25 Another approach would use the semiempirical
molecular orbital theory at the neglected-diatomic-
differential-overlap level where the parameters are fitted to
accurateab initio calculations or experimental data for a spe-
cific reaction.33–37

In the present study, we use our combined DFT/ab initio
MO direct dynamics approach to calculate both the thermal
and vibrational-state selected rate constants for the Cl1CH4
reaction for a wide range of temperatures. Rate constants
were calculated using variational transition state theory
~VTST!32,38,39 with corrections for multidimensional semi-
classical tunneling40 and spin–orbit coupling effects. For
vibrational-state selected reactions, we employed the vibra-
tionally diabatic model that was introduced by Truhlar and
Isaacson41 and was successfully employed in our previous
study of the OH(v)1H2~v8! reaction.26 We discuss briefly
the underlying theory in Sec. II. The computational details
are discussed in Sec. III. Results and discussion are given in
Section IV.

II. THEORY

For a canonical ensemble, the variational TST~CVT!
thermal rate constants for a gas-phase bimolecular reaction is
determined by varying the location of the dividing surface
along the reaction coordinates to minimize the generalized
TST rate constants,kGT(T,s). Thus, the CVT thermal rate
constant,kCVT, at the temperatureT is given by

kCVT~T!5 min
s

$kGT~T,s!%

5 min
s

H s
kbT

h

QGT~T,s!

QR~T!
e2VMEP~s!/kbTJ , ~1!

whereQGT is the internal partition function of the general-
ized transition state with the local zero of energy atVMEP(s),
which is the classical potential energy along the minimum
energy path~MEP!; QR is the reactant partition function per
unit volume;s is the symmetry factor, which is 4 for the
forward and 2 for the reverse direction of the
Cl1CH4↔CH31HCl reaction;kb andh are the Boltzmann
and Planck constants, respectively. The MEP is defined as
the steepest descent path, in the mass-weighted Cartesian
coordinates, on the Born–Oppenheimer potential energy sur-
face from the transition state to both the reactants and prod-
ucts.QGT andQR are approximated as products of electronic,
rotational, and vibrational partition functions. ForQR, the
relative translational partition function is also included.
Translational and rotational partition functions were evalu-
ated classically whereas the vibrational partition functions
were calculated quantum mechanically within the harmonic
approximation.

The spin–orbit coupling effects on the reaction rates are
considered statistically. The2P1/2 and

2P3/2 states of the Cl
atom, with splitting of 882 cm21, are included in the calcu-
lations of the Cl electronic partition function. Furthermore
the 2P3/2 state is stabilized by 294 cm

21, thus the spin–orbit
coupling effectively raises the barrier by the same amount
which is included in our calculation of the rate constants.
The statistical approach was found to be reasonably accurate
for the Cl1HCl reaction.42

For vibrational-state selected rate constants, we employ
a statistical vibrationally diabatic model41 which assumes
that vibrational modes preserve their characteristic motions
along the reaction coordinate. In this case, vibrational modes
were correlated by maximizing the overlap of successive
points on the reaction coordinate. Within this statistical–
diabatic model, the CVT expression for vibrational-state se-
lected rate constants differs from the statistical form of the
thermal rate only in the vibrational partition function for the
selected mode. In particular, the vibrational partition of mode
i in statem is given by

qi~m,T!5e2~1/21m!\wi /kbT. ~2!

In the CVT rate, the motion along the reaction coordi-
nate is still treated classically. Tunneling along this degree of
freedom is included by a transmission coefficient. In this
study, the effective~diabatic! potential for tunneling in the
vibrational-state selected reaction is defined by

Vd~$mi%,s!5VMEP~s!1 (
i51

3N27 S 121mi D\wi~s!, ~3!

wheremi is the vibrational state of modei and 3N-7 is the
number of generalized frequencies for the nonlinear N-atom
polyatomic system. In Eq.~3!, modes that do not correlate to
the reactant vibrations are assumed to be in the ground state.
For thermal rate calculations, the effective potential for tun-
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neling is the vibrational adiabatic ground-state potential,
which has the same form as in Eq.~3! but all vibrational
modes are in the ground states. The transmission coefficients
were calculated with multidimensional semiclassical zero-
and small-curvature tunneling methods, denoted as ZCT and
SCT, respectively. The SCT transmission coefficients, that
include the reaction-path curvature effect on the transmission
probability, were based on the centrifugal-dominant small
curvature semiclassical adiabatic ground-state~CD-SCSAG!
approximation40 with our recent modifications26 applied to
the vibrational-state selected case. In particular, the transmis-
sion probability at energyE is given by

P~E!5
1

$11e22u~E!%
, ~4!

whereu(E) is the imaginary action integral evaluated along
the reaction coordinate

u~E!5
2p

h E
sl

srA2m eff ~s!uE2Vd~s!uds, ~5!

and where the integration limitssl and sr are the reaction
coordinate classical turning points. The reaction-path curva-
ture effect on the tunneling probability is included in the
effective reduced mass,meff . Thus, the ZCT transmission
coefficients can be obtained by settingmeff equal tom in Eq.
~5!. More details on the VTST and tunneling methods can be
found elsewhere.32,38–40

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Electronic structure

Optimized geometries and frequencies of CH4, CH3,
HCl, the H3C•••HCl complex, and H3C•••H•••Cl transition
state were determined at both the BH&HLYP and quadratic
configuration interaction~QCISD!, which includes all single
and double excitations, levels of theory using a split valence
triple zeta basis set augmented by a set ofd functions for C
and Cl and a set ofp functions for H, namely the
6-311G(d,p) basis set. Nearly identical results were ob-

tained at the stationary points if the MC-311G(d,p) basis set
was used~results are not included here!. Note that the
6-311G basis set was found to have certain deficiencies in
thes andp valence orbital portions.43 A more accurate basis
set such as from the correlation consistent basis sets44–46

would be more desired, however, it was not considered in
this study. We have tested the BLYP, B3LYP, and BP nonlocal
DFT methods, but were either unable to find or found very
poor transition state structures. These results are not included
here and will not be discussed further in this study. In our
experience, the BH&HLYP method as implemented in the
GAUSSIAN 92/DFT programs47 appears to give better results
for open-shell transition state structures than other DFT
methods. It should be noted that this implementation of the
BH&H exchange functional is different from that originally
proposed by Becke. The amount of Hartree–Fock exchange
mixing was determined from a fitting procedure with no for-
mal basis. However, such a mixing of HF exchange in a
similar approach was found to be important for calculating
transition state properties.48 Furthermore, as discussed below,
this method seems to work well for the Cl1CH4 reaction by
comparing to the results from the present QCISD and previ-
ous MO calculations. The MEP was calculated in mass-
weighted internal coordinates with the small step size of 0.01
amu1/2 bohr using the Gonzalez–Schlegel method.49 It has
been found that this method yields nearly identical MEP’s
for integrating in the mass-weighted internal and mass-
weighted Cartesian coordinates. Also the correct curvature
vectors in the limit of small step size are produced.49 Hes-
sians at selected points along the MEP needed for CVT cal-
culations were chosen according to the focusing technique
described below. To improve the energetic information,
single point spin-projected fourth-order Mo” ller–Plesset per-
turbation theory ~PMP4~SDTQ!!50 calculations at the
BH&HLYP geometries using a much larger basis set, namely
the 6-3111G(2d f ,2pd) basis set, were carried out at the
Hessian grid points. UMP4~SDTQ!51 results at the stationary
points are also presented for comparison.

TABLE I. Calculated and experimental geometrical parameters~distances in Å, angle in degrees! at the sta-
tionary points.

BH&HLYPa QCISDa MP-SAC2b MP2~FU!c Expt.d

HCl RHH 1.276 1.276 1.276 1.276 1.275
CH3 RCH 1.073 1.083 1.080 1.072 1.079
CH4 RHH 1.084 1.093 1.090 1.083 1.09160.002
H3C•••H•••Cl RCH 1.443 1.404 1.431 1.375
T.S. RCH8 1.077 1.088 1.086 1.078

RHCl 1.431 1.443 1.388 1.452
/HCH8 100.6 101.6 101.2 101.2

CH3•••HCl RCH 2.248 2.337
Complex RCH8 1.074 1.080

RHCl 1.288 1.287
/HCH8 93.6 94.3

aCalculated using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.
bResults from Truonget al. using the MC-311G(2d,d,p) basis set~Ref. 15!.
cResults from Dobbs and Dixon using the TZ12P basis set~Ref. 17! except for the complex that are taken from
Chenet al. ~Ref. 16!.
dFrom Ref. 9.
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All electronic structure calculations were done using the
GAUSSIAN92/DFT program.47

B. Rate calculations

A focusing technique or an adaptive mesh method pro-
posed in our previous study25,52was used to obtain the opti-
mum accuracy in the calculated rate constants for a given
resource. This was done by first screening the reaction valley
with a coarse grid to locate regions that are most sensitive to
the dynamics of the Cl1CH4 reaction then using a finer grid
just for these regions. For state-selected rate constants, we
found that additional Hessians far from the transition state

region are also needed. Thermal and vibrational-state se-
lected rate constants were calculated by using our DiRate
~Direct Rate! program.53

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our previous studies,24,25 we have found that the
BH&HLYP method yields accurate frequencies and geom-
etries along the MEP. However, it is necessary to verify such
a conclusion for the Cl1CH4 reaction prior to rate calcula-
tions. For this reason, in addition to the discussion of fea-
tures on the potential energy surface of the Cl1CH4 system,
we also discuss the accuracy of the BH&HLYP method by
comparing it to accurateab initio MO results.

A. Reactants, products and transition state

1. Geometries

Geometrical parameters for the stationary points ob-
tained from different theoretical methods are listed in Table I
along with available experimental data. For the reactant and
product structures, namely, HCl, CH4, and CH3 molecules,
the BH&HLYP method yields excellent agreement with the
experimental data. The largest difference in the bond length
is on the order of 0.007 Å. Similar agreement is also found
when comparing theab initio results from QCSID,
MP2-SAC,15 and MP2~FU!17 calculations with the experi-
mental data. The largest discrepancies between calculated
geometries are found at the transition state, particularly for
the active CH and HCl bonds, i.e., bonds that are either
forming or breaking. The BH&HLYP method predicts these
CH and HCl bond distances to be 1.443 and 1.431 Å, respec-
tively, as compared to 1.375 and 1.452 Å from previous
MP2/TZ12P calculations.17 Slightly worse agreement is ob-
served when comparing to more accurateab initio results
from our present QCISD calculations.

An interesting point is the existence of a loosely bound
complex discovered by Chenet al.16 using G1 theory. These
authors found that theC3v complex is stabilized by 0.627
kcal/mol when the HCl molecule is 2.337 Å away from the
CH3 radical. In our present study, we found this complex lies
2.32 kcal/mol below the separated products at both the
BH&HLYP and the PMP4//BH&HLYP levels. We were un-
able to find a stable complex at the QCISD level with the
6-311G(d,p) basis set. At the BH&HLYP level, the

TABLE II. Calculated and experimental frequencies~cm21! at the stationary
points.

Symmetry BH&HLYP QCISD MP2~FU!a Expt.b

HCl 3059 3045 3063 2991
CH3 a18 3187 3127 3178 3002

a29 500 433 460 580
e8 3370 3309 3369 3184
e8 1453 1436 1441 1383

CH4 a1 3107 3046 3076 2917
e 1609 1573 1591 1534
t2 3217 3166 3212 3019
t2 1389 1367 1369 1306

H3C•••HCl n1 a1 3180 3209
Complex n2 2887 2930

n3 658 630
n4 97 100
n5 e 3364 3397
n6 1455 1481
n7 359 328
n8 160 142

H3C•••H•••Cl n1 a1 3162 3100 3132
T.S. n2 1211 1207 1213

n3 541 505 511
n4 e 3328 3259 3305
n5 1468 1449 1448
n6 920 939 958
n7 385 355 378
n8 a1 996i 1228i 1262i

aValues are taken from Dobbs and Dixon~Ref. 17! except for the complex
that are taken from Chenet al. ~Ref. 16!.
bTaken from Ref. 54.

TABLE III. Reaction energies and barrier heights~kcal/mol! of the CH41Cl→CH31HCl reaction.

BH&HLYPa QCISDa PMP4//DFTb MP4//DFTc MP-SAC2d CCSD~T!//MP2e

DE 8.95 9.85 6.38~6.4!f 6.52 6.7 6.85
DH 3.58 4.56 1.02 1.63 1.2 1.91
DVf

‡ 9.87 14.0 7.87 8.86 7.9 8.96
DVa, f

G‡ 5.54 9.77 3.55 4.53 3.5 4.93
DVr

‡ 0.92 4.18 1.50 2.32 1.2 2.11
DVa,r

G‡ 1.96 5.21 2.53 3.37 2.3 3.02

aCalculated using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.
bSingle point PMP4~SDTQ!/6-3111G(2d f,2pd) energy calculations at the BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) geometries.
cSingle point MP4~SDTQ!/6-3111G(2d f,2pd) energy calculations at the BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) geometries.
dResults from Truonget al. ~Ref. 15! using the MC-311G(2d,d,p) basis set.
eSingle point CCSD~T!/CC-pVQZ~no g! energy calculations at the MP2/TZ12p geometries from Dobbs and Dixon~Ref. 17!.
fValue in the parentheses is the experimental estimate from the binding energies. Taken from Ref. 15.
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H3C...HCL complex hasC3v symmetry, and a linear
C–H–Cl structure, with a complex separation distance of
2.248 Å. Note that the existence of such a complex would
affect the product rotational distributions in molecular beam
experiments, however it does not affect the rate constants of
the Cl1CH4 reaction calculated in this study.

2. Frequencies

Calculated harmonic frequencies at the stationary points
are listed in Table II along with the experimental data54 for
CH4, CH3, and HCl molecules. The calculated BH&HLYP
frequencies for CH4, CH3, and HCl molecules agree very
well with the experimental values, with the largest error be-

ing 13.8% for the low-frequency umbrella bending mode of
CH3. All other modes have errors less than 6.5%. Similar
agreement between BH&HLYP and QCISD theories for the
stable structures is also found with differences on the order
of 2.0% except for the CH3 umbrella bending mode for
which the DFT method produces a better result than QCISD
results. The transition state frequencies for bound modes cal-
culated at the BH&HLYP level differ respectively from our
QCISD and MP2 results by at most 8.4% and 5.9% with the
largest differencies of 30 and 30 cm21 occurring for low-
frequency modes. This is quite encouraging since the
BH&HLYP method is computationally much less expensive
than either the MP2 or QCISD methods. The most noticeable
discrepancy in the transition state frequencies calculated at
different levels of theory is for the unbound mode. The

FIG. 1. Geometrical parameters plotted vs the reaction coordinates. Curves
are results from BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) calculations. Diamonds are
QCISD/6-311G(d,p) bond lengths and circle is the angle at the transition
state.

FIG. 2. BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) generalized frequencies plotted vs the re-
action coordinates. Diamonds are QCISD/6-311G(d,p) calculated transi-
tion state frequencies.

FIG. 3. Classical potential energy along the minimum energy path. Solid
line is the BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) results and the dashed line is from
single point MP4/6-3111G(2d f,2pd)//BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) calcula-
tions. Diamond is CCSD~T!/CC-pVQZ~no g!//MP2/TZ12p calculated bar-
rier ~Ref. 17!.

FIG. 4. Top curve is the vibrationally adiabatic ground-state potential en-
ergy curve plotted vs the reaction coordinates. The middle and bottom
curves are the vibrationally diabatic curves for exciting the CH4 umbrella
bend~t2! and symmetric stretch~a1! modes by one quanta, respectively.
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imaginary frequency, however, depends strongly on the bar-
rier height. The BH&HLYP imaginary frequency is 232
cm21 smaller than the QCISD value. This is partly due to the
QCISD classical barrier being too high as will be discussed
below.

3. Energetics

Reaction energies and barrier heights calculated using
DFT andab initio MO theories are listed in Table III. First,
we discuss the reaction energy and enthalpy,DE andDH,
respectively. The calculated reaction energy varies from 6.38
to 9.85 kcal/mol. The BH&HLYP and QCISD results are 2 to
3 kcal/mol more endothermic than the PMP4~SDTQ!, MP-
SAC2, and CCSD~T! values. The heats of reaction calculated
at the PMP4//BH&HLYP, MP-SAC2, and CCSD~T!//MP2
levels are 1.02, 1.2, and 1.91 kcal/mol, respectively. These
values are in good agreement with the experimental heat of
reaction of 1.8960.10 kcal/mol. The BH&HLYP and QCISD
reaction enthalpies, however, are 1.7 to 2.6 kcal/mol too
large. Note that the QCISD method predicts a substantially
higher classical forward barrier than other theoretical meth-
ods. Adding the zero-point energy correction lowers the for-
ward barrier significantly. In particular, the calculated zero-
point energy corrected barriers are 5.54 kcal/mol at the
BH&HLYP level, 9.77 at QCISD, 3.55 at PMP4//
BH&HLYP, 4.53 at MP4//BH&HLYP, 3.5 at MP-SAC2, and
4.93 at CCSD~T!//MP2 levels of theory. Comparing to the
experimental activation energy of 3.5 kcal/mol in the range
of 360–500 K, we find that the PMP4//BH&HLYP level of
theory used in the present study yields excellent agreement.
Such agreement may be due to cancellation between quan-
tum mechanical tunneling effects, which lower the activation
energy, and the spin–orbit coupling and recrossing effects,
which effectively raise the barrier. The zero-point energy
corrected reverse barriers calculated by the BH&HLYP and
PMP4//BH&HLYP levels are 0.92 and 1.50 kcal/mol respec-
tively. They are in good agreement with MP-SAC2 and
CCSD~T! values of 1.2 and 2.11 kcal/mol, respectively. The
QCISD method, however, predicts a substantially higher bar-
rier. The UMP4 barrier heights are about 1 kcal/mol higher

than the PMP4 results. This difference indicates the magni-
tude of the error in the energy due to the spin contamination
in the UMP4 calculations.

In conclusion, although the BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p)
method predicts accurate geometries and frequencies at the
stationary points, it still has noticeable errors in calculating
the heat of reaction and barrier height for the Cl1CH4 reac-
tion. Single point PMP4~SDTQ! calculations with a much
larger 6-3111G(2d f ,2pd) basis set bring the calculated en-
ergetic information into good agreement with experimental
data. This is particularly encouraging for directab initio dy-
namical calculations of rate constants for this reaction. In
particular, by using a combined DFT/MO approach, a suffi-
ciently accurate reaction valley can be obtained with much
less computational resource than if it were calculated only
from ab initio MO theories at the same level of accuracy.
The combined DFT/MO approach used here involved using
the BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) method to calculate the geom-

FIG. 5. Calculated and experimental forward rate constants for the
CH41Cl→CH31HCl reaction plotted vs 1000/T. Dashed line is the CVT/
SCT rate constants without the spin–orbit coupling effects. Dotted line is
experimental data from an Arrhenius fit~Ref. 9!. Solid line is the full CVT/
SCT results. Dotted–dashed line is from Dobbs and Dixon~Ref. 17!.

TABLE IV. Calculated and experimental forward rate constants~cm3 molecule21 s21! for the
CH41Cl→CH31HCl reaction.

T ~K! TST TST/W CVT CVT/SCT
CVT/SCT

no S.O. couplinga Expt.b

200 3.70E-16c 1.61E-15 3.24E-16 1.10E-15 3.53E-14 1.11E-14
250 3.37E-15 7.98E-15 3.03E-15 6.64E-15 1.07E-13 4.34E-14
290 1.17E-14 2.37E-14 1.07E-14 1.92E-14 2.10E-13 9.17E-14
300 1.53E-14 2.98E-14 1.40E-14 2.41E-14 2.44E-13 1.01E-13
350 4.69E-14 7.96E-14 4.35E-14 6.49E-14 4.72E-13 2.14E-13
400 1.13E-13 1.73E-13 1.05E-13 1.43E-13 8.13E-13 3.75E-13
450 2.31E-13 3.28E-13 2.17E-13 2.77E-13 1.29E-12 5.81E-13
500 4.21E-13 5.65E-13 3.97E-13 4.84E-13 1.94E-12 8.25E-13
600 1.11E-12 1.37E-12 1.05E-12 1.20E-12 3.83E-12
800 4.38E-12 4.96E-12 4.15E-12 4.48E-12 1.07E-11
1000 1.14E-11 1.24E-11 1.08E-11 1.14E-11 2.27E-11

aThe spin–orbit coupling effects of the Cl atom were not included.
bTaken from Arrhenius fits to experimental data~Ref. 9!.
cRead as 3.70310216.
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etries and frequencies along the MEP and then performing a
series of single point PMP4/6-3111G(2d f ,2pd) calcula-
tions to correct the energy.

B. Minimum energy path

1. Geometries

Geometrical parameters obtained from the BH&HLYP
method for points along the MEP are plotted in Fig. 1. The
results of our QCISD calculations are referenced as dia-
monds on Fig. 1. It is interesting to note that as the reaction
proceeds to products, the active CH bond undergoes rela-
tively small changes until the reaction coordinates reaches
about;0.6 amu1/2 bohr then rapidly dissociates. Similar but
less dramatic changes are also observed for the active HCl
bond and the H8CH angle. As a technical note, no oscillation
in the geometrical parameters was observed when integrating

further to the entrance and exit channels. This indicates that
the integration step size used in calculating the MEP is suf-
ficiently small.

2. Frequencies

We have correlated the BH&HLYP generalized frequen-
cies along the MEP as plotted in Fig. 2. For comparison,
QCISD transition state frequencies are also plotted in Fig. 2
as diamonds. Rapid decreases of the CH symmetric stretch-
ing ~a1 symmetry! and umbrella bending~t2 symmetry!
modes occur at abouts520.6 amu1/2 bohr. In particular, the
symmetric stretching frequency is about 1/2 of its starting
value at the transition state. The umbrella bending mode is
about 1/3 of its starting value at the transition state. These
large frequency changes will have important consequences in
the vibrational-state selected rates for the reaction as dis-
cussed below.

FIG. 6. Calculated and experimental reverse rate constants for the
CH41Cl→CH31HCl reaction plotted vs 1000/T. Diamonds are from Ref.
11; square—Ref. 8; triangles—Ref. 10. Dashed and dotted–dashed lines are
from Arrhenius fits to experimental data from~Ref. 3! and~Ref. 14!, respec-
tively. Solid line is our CVT/SCT calculated reaction rate constant. Dotted
line is from Chenet al. ~Ref. 18!

FIG. 7. Vibrational–reaction-coordinateBmF couplings vs the reaction co-
ordinates.

TABLE V. Calculated and experimental reverse rate constants~cm3 molecule21 s21! of the
CH41Cl↔CH31HCl reaction.

T ~K! TST TST/W CVT CVT/SCT Expt.a Expt.b

200 2.93E-15c 9.19E-15 2.56E-15 8.69E-15
250 8.59E-15 2.04E-14 7.74E-15 1.69E-14
290 1.56E-14 3.15E-14 1.43E-14 2.55E-14
300 1.77E-14 3.45E-14 1.62E-14 2.79E-14 6.59E-14 4.78E-14
350 3.00E-14 5.09E-14 2.78E-14 4.15E-14 1.10E-13 6.68E-14
400 4.52E-14 6.94E-14 4.23E-14 5.75E-14 1.61E-13 8.59E-14
450 6.34E-14 9.02E-14 5.96E-14 7.60E-14 2.17E-13 1.04E-13
500 8.45E-14 1.13E-13 7.98E-14 9.71E-14 2.75E-13 1.22E-13
600 1.36E-13 1.68E-13 1.29E-13 1.48E-13
800 2.81E-13 3.19E-13 2.66E-13 2.88E-13
1000 4.94E-13 5.36E-13 4.66E-13 4.90E-13

aFrom Ref. 14.
bFrom Ref. 3.
cRead as 2.93310215.
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3. Energies

The classical potential energy curves along the MEP cal-
culated at both BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) and PMP4/6-311
1G(2d f ,2pd) levels are shown in Fig. 3 and have similar
shape, though the BH&HLYP curve has a 2.0 kcal/mol
higher barrier. The CCSD~T!//MP2 barrier17 is also shown
by the triangle. The single point PMP4~SDTQ! calculations
shift the maximum to the product direction by 0.037
amu1/2 bohr. In order to obtain accurate variational effects in
rate calculations, we have shifted the PMP4~SDTQ! potential
curve so that the maximum occurs ats50.

The vibrationally ground-state adiabatic potential curve
is plotted in Fig. 4 along with the diabatic potential curves
for exciting by one quanta in either the CH symmetric
stretching or umbrella bending mode. In Fig. 4 we have in-
cluded the spin–orbit coupling effects of the Cl atom,42

which effectively raises the barrier by 0.84 to 4.39 kcal/mol.
Exciting the CH symmetric stretching or umbrella bending
mode was found to lower the barrier and thus would signifi-
cantly enhance the reaction rates. More quantitative discus-
sion on rate constants is given below. Notice that when either
the CH symmetric stretching or umbrella bending mode is
excited by one quanta the barrier location moves by approxi-
mately 20.6 amu1/2 bohr toward the entrance channel into
the region where drastic changes in geometry and general-
ized frequencies were observed to begin.

C. Thermal rate constants

1. Forward rate

Calculated thermal rate constants for the CH41Cl reac-
tion are listed in Table IV. The corresponding Arrhenius plot
of both theoretical and experimental rate constants is shown
in Fig. 5. Note that for this reaction, a few experimental rate
constants~example Refs. 2, 4–7, 10–13! are available for
comparison. Results from an Arrhenius fit to a large number
of these experimental points9 were used in Fig. 5. Previous
TST/W rate constants17 are also plotted on Fig. 5. Our CVT/
SCT rate constants are noticeably lower than the experimen-
tal values by factors increasing from 1.7 to 10 as the tem-
perature decreases from 500 to 200 K. Previous theoretical
work,17 which did not include spin–orbit effects, yielded
slightly better agreement with experiment at high tempera-
tures. The small difference between CVT and TST rates im-
plies that recrossing effects have a small effect on the reac-
tion dynamics. To illustrate the spin–orbit coupling effects
on the rate, we also plot the calculated CVT/SCT rate con-
stants when these effects were not included. In this case,
cancellation of tunneling and spin–orbit coupling effects
give better agreement with experimental results.

The differences between the present results and experi-
mental data are due to two sources. One is that the small-
curvature~SCT! tunneling approximation is known to under-
estimate the tunneling contribution forH–L–H reactions.
This perhaps is the largest source of error in our calculated
rate constants particularly at low temperatures. Note that
Wigner tunneling corrections are comparable to the small-
curvature tunneling correction results. The present results in-
dicate that one needs to perform large curvature tunneling
~LCT! calculations to obtain more accuracy. Unfortunately,
full LCT calculations within the directab initio dynamics
approach employed here are still computationally unfeasible.
An approximate LCT method is being developed in our lab.
At higher temperatures our results get progressively better
agreement with experimental data, as tunneling becomes less
important. The second source is perhaps due to the calculated
potential width being too large as indicated by the

TABLE VI. Location of variational transition states~amu1/2 bohr! for the
thermal and vibrational-state selected CH41Cl→CH31HCl reaction.

T ~K! Thermal CH4~nt251!1Cl CH4~na151!1Cl

200 20.061 0.283 20.903
250 20.061 0.281 20.903
300 20.061 0.278 20.903
400 20.061 0.256 20.903
500 20.061 0.252 20.903
800 20.062 0.220 20.903
1000 20.076 20.088 20.903

TABLE VII. Calculated vibrational-state selected forward rate constants~cm3 molecule21 s21! for the
CH41Cl→CH31HCl reaction.

T ~K!

CH4~nt251!1Cl CH4~na151!1Cl

TST CVT CVT/SCT TST CVT

200 2.12E-13a 2.55E-14 5.72E-14 3.13E-10 1.77E-12
250 5.23E-13 1.03E-13 1.72E-13 1.86E-10 3.99E-12
290 8.76E-13 2.30E-13 3.35E-13 1.43E-10 6.28E-12
300 9.78E-13 2.72E-13 3.88E-13 1.36E-10 6.90E-12
350 1.57E-12 5.62E-13 7.29E-13 1.14E-10 1.03E-11
400 2.30E-12 9.98E-13 1.22E-12 1.02E-10 1.39E-11
450 3.18E-12 1.61E-12 1.88E-12 9.74E-11 1.78E-11
500 4.20E-12 2.40E-12 2.73E-12 9.59E-11 2.17E-11
600 6.74E-12 4.65E-12 5.08E-12 9.91E-11 2.97E-11
800 1.40E-11 1.21E-11 1.27E-11 1.18E-10 4.57E-11
1000 2.44E-11 2.30E-11 2.38E-11 1.31E-10 6.10E-11

aRead as 2.12310213.
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BH&HLYP imaginary frequency being too small~see Table
II !. Furthermore, the effects of anharmonicity were not in-
cluded in this study. Anharmonicity was found to lower the
thermal rate constants for the similar CH41H↔CH31H2 re-
action by 60% at 667 K.55

2. Reverse rate

The experimental and calculated CVT/SCT rate con-
stants for the CH31HCl reaction are listed in Table V and the
corresponding Arrhenius plot is shown in Fig. 6. There is a
limited amount of experimental data available for this reac-
tion with a correspondingly larger degree of
uncertainty.3,8,10,11,14A recent work by Russelet al. is prob-
ably the most accurate because more direct detection tech-
niques were used. We found that rate constants measured by
Russelet al.3 are larger than our calculated CVT/SCT results
by a factor increasing from 1.3 to 1.7 as the temperature
decreases from 500 to 300 K. Previously calculated rate
constants18 based on RRKM theory are also shown on Fig. 6
and show better agreement with experiments. For the reverse
reaction, we also found that recrossing effects in the thermal
rate are small as indicated by small difference in TST and
CVT results. Tunneling contributions calculated from the
SCT approximation were found to enhance the thermal rate
by a factor increasing from 1.05 to 3.39 as the temperature

decreases from 1000 to 200 K. Such factors are expected to
be too small due to the same reason discussed above.

D. Vibrational-state selected rate constants

The BmF couplings between the vibrational modes and
the reaction coordinate motion as functions of the reaction
coordinate are shown in Fig. 7 for the C–H symmetric
stretch and umbrella bending modes of methane. Other vi-
brational modes have small coupling to the reaction coordi-
nate, thus need not be discussed here. The largeBmF cou-
plings for the CH4 umbrella bend and symmetric stretch
modes indicate that excitation of these modes would greatly
enhance the reaction rates.56–58 Notice that largeBmF cou-
pling occurs in regions where the generalized frequencies
and geometries as functions of the reaction coordinate have
large curvatures.

The effects of exciting either the CH symmetric stretch
~a1! or umbrella bend~t2! mode can be seen qualitatively
from the diabatic potential energy curves shown in Fig. 4. In
particular, exciting the CH symmetric stretch or the umbrella
bend by one quanta effectively lowers the barrier to 1.62 and
3.55 kcal/mol, respectively as compared to the zero-point
energy corrected barrier of 3.55 kcal/mol~see Table III! for
the CH41Cl reaction. For the reverse CH31HCl reaction,
vibrational excitation of the HCl molecule effectively re-

FIG. 8. Calculated CVT/SCT vibrational-state selected rate constants for the
CH41Cl→CH31HCl reaction plotted vs 1000/T ~K!. Dashed line is for
exciting the CH4 symmetric stretch mode by one quanta and dotted–dashed
line is for exciting the CH4 umbrella bend mode by one quanta. Solid line is
from CVT/SCT thermal rate constants.

FIG. 9. Plot of enhancement factors vs the temperatureT for the vibrational-
state selected rates for excitation of either the CH4 symmetric stretch or
umbrella bend mode.

TABLE VIII. Rate enhancement factors for the CH41Cl→CH31HCl reac-
tion resulting from excitation of the umbrella bend~t2! or the symmetric
stretch~a1! of CH4 by one quanta.

T ~K! CH4~nt251!1Cl CH4~na151!1Cl

200 52 1600
300 16 290
500 5.6 45
800 2.8 10
1000 2.1 5.4

TABLE IX. Total energies~hartree!.

BH&HLYPa QCISDa PMP4//DFTb

Cl 2460.1546 2459.6017 2459.6585
HCl 2460.8136 2460.2603 2460.3249
CH3 239.8241 239.7292 239.7600
CH4 240.4973 240.4016 240.4366
H3C•••H•••Cl 2500.6362 2499.9828 2500.0826
H3C•••HCl complex 2500.6414 2499.9923 2500.0886

aCalculated using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.
bSingle point PMP4/6-3111G(2d f,2pd) energy calculation at the
BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) geometries.
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moves the barrier to hydrogen atom transfer. A more inter-
esting result is that exciting the CH3 umbrella bend effec-
tively raises the barrier to 3.68 kcal/mol which is 1.53 kcal/
mol above the zero-point energy corrected barrier~see Table
III !. Thus, qualitatively, the present results predict that vibra-
tional excitation of the umbrella bending mode will have
opposite effects on the forward and reverse rates of the
CH41Cl↔CH31HCl reaction. Experimental study on such
effects for the reverse reaction would be difficult, however,
due to the high reactivity of methyl radicals toward the re-
combination process.

There are significant changes in the shapes of the poten-
tial energy curves due to excitation of these two methane
vibrational modes. Of particular interest is the shift in the
position of the temperature-dependent vibrational transition
states as listed in Table VI. We found that for the
CH4~na151!1Cl reaction the canonical variational transition
states are located ats about20.90 amu1/2 bohr and are not
strongly dependent on temperature. In contrary, as the tem-
perature increases from 200 to 1000 K, the location of the
CVT bottleneck for the CH4~nt251!1Cl reaction shifts from
s equal to 0.28 to20.09 amu1/2 bohr and thus exhibits small
temperature dependence. Such large shifts in the dynamical
bottlenecks indicate that conventional TST theory will over-
estimate vibrational-state selected rates of this reaction as
discussed more below.

The calculated vibrational-state selected forward rate
constants using the statistical adiabatic model described ear-
lier are listed in Table VII and the corresponding Arrhenius
plot is shown in Fig. 8. First, we discuss the rates of the
CH4~na151!1Cl reaction. Since the diabatic potential curve
for this reaction is nearly barrierless~see Fig. 4!, tunneling
contributions are not calculated in this case. Note that the di-
abatic model does not include contributions from tunneling
to the ground-state products. As mentioned above, the
temperature-dependent CVT transition states shift signifi-
cantly to the reactant channel. As a consequence, TST over-
estimates the rate constant, for instance, by a factor of 20 at
300 K. There is a significant enhancement of the reaction
rate due to excitation of the CH4 symmetric stretch mode.
Enhancement factors, which are ratios of the vibrational-state
selected and thermal rate constants, are listed in Table VIII
and shown in Fig. 9. In particular, at room temperature, the
enhancement factor is on the order of 300. Amore interesting
result is the effect of exciting the CH4 umbrella bend mode
on the rate. This mode has low frequency and does not di-
rectly participate in the bond breaking or forming process,
thus it would be expected to have negligible effect on the
rate. However, since its equilibrium value changes from the
sp3 tetrahedral to planarsp2 angle as the reaction proceeds
from the reactants to products, one can expect some coupling
between the umbrella bend mode and the reaction coordi-
nate. In fact, the enhancement factor for exciting the um-
brella bending mode~t2! by one quanta is on the order of 20
at room temperature.

Finally, it is important to access the accuracy of different
approximations used in this study and how it affects the nu-
merical results.

~a! The use of TST method, as mentioned earlier, due to
the significant shifts in the dynamical bottleneck in the
vibrational-state selected rates, will significantly over-
estimate the rate. CVT theory is preferred in this case
since it can approximately locate such a bottleneck by
variationally minimizing the rate along the reaction co-
ordinate.

~b! We have used the SCT method to estimate tunneling
contributions. It is known that the SCT method often
underestimates the tunneling probability forH–L–H
reactions. Since the barriers for the vibrational-state se-
lected reactions considered here are lower than for the
thermal case, we can expect such underestimation is
more severe in calculation of thermal rates. As a con-
sequence, the calculated enhancement factors due to
excitation of either the CH symmetric stretch or um-
brella bend mode should be smaller. We are now in the
process of developing a more accurate tunneling
method, namely a LCT method, that can be used with
our directab initio dynamics approach.

~c! The statistical diabatic model used in this study to cal-
culate vibrational-state selected rates is an approximate
model and should be viewed as such. This model as-
sumes that vibrational modes preserve their character-
istic motions along the reaction coordinate and does
not account for vibration-to-vibration energy transfer.
Therefore, it is expected to work well for vibrational-
state selected reactions where the dynamical bottleneck
is located early in the entrance channel, such as the
CH4~na151!1Cl reaction in this study.

V. CONCLUSION

We have performed a directab initio dynamics study on
the thermal and vibrational-state selected rates of the
CH41Cl↔CH31HCl reaction. This is in fact the first de-
tailed analysis on the reaction valley as well as vibrational-
state specific chemistry of this reaction. Due to the size of the
system, i.e., the total number of electrons, we have used our
previously proposed combined DFT/MO approach to obtain
the potential energy surface information needed for rate cal-
culations. In fact, we found that the BH&HLYP method with
the 6-311G(d,p) basis set yields geometries and frequencies
at the stationary points of comparable accuracy to the more
computationally expensive QCISD/6-311G(d,p) level.
Therefore, we used the BH&HLYP/6-311G(d,p) method to
calculate geometries and generalized frequencies along the
reaction coordinate.~See Table IX.! More accurate barrier
height and width were obtained by performing a series of
PMP4~SDTQ! single point calculations with a much larger
6-3111G(2d f ,2pd) basis set.

Thermal rate constants were calculated for a wide range
of temperatures using afull CVT theory augmented by a
multidimensional semiclassical SCT correction for both the
forward and reverse directions of the CH41Cl↔CH31HCl
reaction. The spin–orbit coupling effect was also included
for the forward reaction. Note that no experimental data
other than physical constants was used in this study. We
found that our calculated thermal rate constants are smaller
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than the experimental measurements by at most an order of
magnitude, particularly at low temperatures. We attributed
such differences to the error in the SCT method for estimat-
ing the tunneling probability.

Finally, we have used a statistical diabatic model to pro-
vide a qualitative analysis on the possible vibrational-state
specific chemistry of this reaction. In fact, we found that
there are strong couplings between the CH4 symmetric
stretch and umbrella bend modes with the reaction coordi-
nate. This indicates that excitations of these modes would
enhance the reaction rates. We have estimated such enhance-
ment factors and found that exciting the CH4 symmetric
stretch mode significantly enhances the rate, for instance, by
a factor of 300 at room temperature, whereas exciting the
CH4 umbrella bend mode has a noticeable~perhaps measur-
able! enhancement. For the reverse CH31HCl reaction, due
to the possible difficulty in experimental verification, we pro-
vide only a qualitative discussion on the effects of vibra-
tional excitation of either the HCl stretch or CH3 umbrella
bend on the dynamics of this reaction. In particular, we pre-
dicted that exciting the HCl stretch mode would enhance the
rate whereas exciting the CH3 umbrella bend mode would
have the opposite effect. We hope this study will motivate
experimental verification.

Although the present study provides the most detailed
description on the dynamics of the CH41Cl↔CH31HCl re-
action to date, much more work is still needed to achieve the
desired accuracy. We are taking steps in this direction.
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